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Some Projects

About WSI
A design bureau in the intersection between physical and 
digital creating mass produced innovative user centric products 
and services. 

Our legacy comes from 20 years of developing 
connected products and services with sustainable 
business models.

Our team guide you through your 
journey from idea to launched 
product or service. 
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What the majority thinks: 
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A typical journey:
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Wanted journey:
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ITERATIVE 
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Traditional Product Mindset Internet of Things Mindset

Reactive Predictive

Obsolete over time Value is updated

Single point data Information convergence

Value in exchange Value in use
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26%
Success

* Cisco IoT Survey 2017

36% of IT executives believes it’s a 
success but only 15% of Business 

executives 



Work in a structured, 
iterative way.

Find the value or 
everything will be 
to expensive. 

Company Leadership 
needs to be present 
from start.

You don’t need a IoT 
or digital strategy. You 
need a strategy for a 
digital world.
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Market fit!

Or pivot?Empathize Define Ideate Prototype
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Structure the company according to 
offering and goals

Release 
product

- Measure
- Learn
- Build

Develop offering and product

A 
need

Develop offering and product

Structure the company according to 
offering and goals



Shippable
Product

Product 
Backlog Sprint 

Backlog 2-4 
weeks

24h

SW

HW Design 
& Dev

Eng. 
Prototype

Factory
Prototype

Mass 
Production

Develop offering and product
Structure the company according to 

offering and goals

Market fit!



IDEA

Commercially

Product Strategy

Does the 
business model 
allow future 
expansions?

Does future releases 
demand more of the 
hardware?

Does the idea position 
the company long term 
in wanted position?
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A good example

Transforming a traditional 
business of on site 
inspections to instead use 
digital tools together with 
many years of 
experience.

Now offer connected 
solutions to avoid 
costly damages and to 
optimize pest control.



A less good example

Releases a wireless 
multiroom speaker 
brand early in market 
to compete with 
Sonos. 

Customers demand 
new innovations such 
as Google Assistant 
integration. Tells the 
community it will never 
happen.

Releases new wireless 
speaker brand with 
support for Alexa, 
Google Assistant etc. 
No backward capability.



Know what you are trying to 
solve and for whom. Dare to 
validate your assumptions 

and preconceptions. 

Dream big, start 
small but relevant

Define, validate, iterate the 
business and service 

design first. Find the value, 
otherwise everything else 

will be to expensive.



Want to talk more? Visit us in booth 
H01:19  (SWITCH)


